
Develop your menu

www.merrychef.com  Expanding your opportunities

The Merrychef eikon® e1s is one of the most compact high speed ovens on the market, 
designed for small businesses looking to add a hot food option to their operation or improve 
throughput. A single counter-top appliance, styled for front-of-house and programmed to 
produce high quality results for every order, with a simple touch of an icon. Ideal to rapidly 
cook, toast and bake a wide choice of dishes from both fresh and frozen foods. 

eikon® e1s

High speed 
Reduces waiting time, by 
cooking up to 10x faster 
than a conventional oven.

Versatile
Saves space; just one piece 
of equipment to cook a 
wide variety of food.

Easy to install
No installation costs, simply 
plug and play via a single phase 
13A (UK), 16A (EU) plug.

Efficient
Excellent return on investment 
with low power consumption; only 
uses less than 0.7 kwh on standby.  
Saves money when not in use.

Tuna Burrito60 seconds
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For further details on where to buy, how to 
service and for our flagship culinary support 
please visit www.merrychef.com

Customer satisfaction 
Your satisfaction with our products is of 
paramount importance to us.  With almost 
70 years of experience you can be assured 
of a high quality, precision built appliance. 
The Merrychef eikon® e1s has a built-in 
self-diagnostic system with full warranty and 
service support for peace of mind.

Press & Go
The Merrychef eikon® e1s arrives pre-programmed 
with menus ranging from paninis and French Fries 
to pies. Creating your own couldn’t be simpler with 
the easy to follow icon based instructions, or better 
still the Merrychef Ready Recipe tool allows you to 
download a wide range of recipes straight to the oven 
via a USB.

Solid base basket
Part No: 32Z4080

Paddle with 
hand-guard and 
sides
Part No: SR318

Solid cook plate 
Part No:  
DC0322

Accessories
To get you started, every order includes the following  
dishwasher-compatible items: 

The easytouch® icons 
allow low-skilled staff to 
produce professional 
results whilst minimising 
training time and 
overcoming any 
language barriers.

Non-stick cook 
plate liner (natural)
Part No:  
32Z4088

A compact, stylish counter-top appliance designed to 
easily fit into small spaces and provide an invaluable 
resource for food providers. Superior functionality with 
ventless as standard, means that no extraction hood is 
needed. This together with an innovative cooling system 
keeping all exterior walls cool-to-touch, makes it perfect 
for small spaces, tight corners and for sitting directly 
alongside other appliances like coffee machines.

400mm wide 500mm 
counter-top 
deep

Easy to use 
touchscreen icons 
reduce errors

12”x12” cavity

Easy to clean,  
stainless steel 
cavity with 
rounded corners 
and smooth 
surfaces

Easy access front-
mounted air filter

Black on 
stainless steel

Front-of-house 
design

Operates 
quietly; 52dBA 
on standby.

600mm 
high

Accessory storage 
on top of unit

Perfect for small spaces.eikon® e1s

Precision Technology
The finely tuned combination of three heating 
technologies: convection, tuned impingement 
and microwave makes the heat level consistent 
ensuring even, high quality, repeatable results 
10x faster than a conventional oven.

The true versatility of the Merrychef eikon® e1s is realised 
through the unique range of professional accessories that are 
available; from egg moulds to Gyoza trays.
View the full range at merrychef.com/products/accessories


